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Abstract

Approximate solutions for the enhancement factor (based on the traditional mass transfer theories) for gas–liquid systems with a liquid bulk have been adapted to situations where a liquid bulk may be absent and a velocity gradient is present in the mass transfer zone. Such a situation is encountered during the absorption a gas in a liquid flowing through a hollow fiber. The explicit solution of DeCoursey [Chem. Eng. Sci. 29 (1974) 1867] for a second-order irreversible reaction has been used as a representative sample of the approximate solutions available in literature. It was chosen because of the accuracy of its predictions and the simplicity in use. The solution of DeCoursey was adapted, but still has limitations at long gas–liquid contact times. Under these conditions, the actual driving force for mass transfer of the gas phase species may not be identical for physical and reactive absorption. Also for these situations, there may be a significant depletion of the liquid phase reactant at the axis of the fiber (which is considered to be analogous to the liquid bulk in traditional mass transfer models). A criterion has been proposed for the applicability of the adapted DeCoursey’s approximate solution for a second-order irreversible reaction. Within the range of applicability, the approximate solution has been found to be accurate with respect to the exact numerical solution of the mass transfer model as well as the experimentally determined values of enhancement factor in a single hollow fiber membrane gas–liquid contactor. The single hollow fiber membrane contactor that has been used in this study has potential for use as a model gas–liquid contactor. This contactor can thus be used, along with the present approximate solution of the enhancement factor, to obtain the physicochemical properties of a reactive gas–liquid system from the experimental absorption flux measurements or vice versa, as described in the present work.

© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Microporous hollow fiber membrane modules can be conveniently used for gas–liquid mass transfer operations and offer numerous advantages over conventional contactors like plate and packed columns [1]. The design of membrane gas–liquid contactors is relatively simple and the scale-up is linear because
of the modular nature of the contactor. For physical absorption of a gas in a liquid, important contactor specific design parameters are the mass transfer coefficients and the interfacial area for gas-liquid mass transfer. Since the liquid flow through the hollow fiber is laminar, the liquid side mass transfer coefficient can be estimated accurately using approximate solutions or correlations. The interfacial area for mass transfer (which is usually difficult to estimate within a reasonable accuracy for conventional contactors) is easy to determine, as it is simply the membrane surface area.
For well-known reasons, the reactive absorption of a gas in a liquid is normally preferred over physical absorption [2]. In the reactive absorption of a gas in a liquid, the contribution of the chemical reaction to the enhancement of the mass transfer rate is traditionally quantified by a term called enhancement factor \((E)\). This parameter needs to be quantified accurately for a good design of the gas–liquid contactor. Depending upon the degree of complexity in describing the absorption process, different approaches have been used by the membrane researchers to estimate the enhancement factor. The simplest approach is to use analytical solutions based on the traditional mass transfer theories described below, which are available for certain asymptotic conditions in the gas–liquid contactor [3,4]. Similarly, an approximate analytical solution of a mass transfer model based on the film theory [5], applicable over a wider range of process conditions has also been used to qualitatively interpret the experimental data [6,7]. It should be noted however that the traditional mass transfer models assume the presence of a well-mixed liquid bulk (relatively large compared to the mass transfer zone) adjacent to the mass transfer zone, which may not be present in case of the absorption of a gas in the liquid flowing through the hollow fiber, especially for small fiber diameters. Also, an additional feature of gas absorption in hollow fiber membranes is the presence of a velocity profile in the liquid side mass transfer zone. In addition to the above mentioned (approximate) analytical solutions, the absorption process in the membrane hollow fibers can be rigorously described using the differential mass balance equations. The exact numerical results of these equations can be used to accurately predict the enhancement factor [8,9].

While a large number of mass transfer models is available in literature to describe the absorption process in gas–liquid systems with a well-defined liquid bulk [10], only three mass transfer models based on the film, penetration and surface renewal theories respectively are widely used to predict the contribution of the chemical reaction in enhancing the mass transfer rate (enhancement factor). Although for a wide range of operating conditions, the film model gives similar enhancement factors as those of the other two models, it is physically unrealistic and should therefore only be chosen because of its ease of use. The penetration and surface renewal models involve unsteady-state diffusion with chemical reaction. As analytical solutions for the above mass transfer models are available for only certain asymptotic conditions, numerical solutions are generally required. Numerical solution of the mass transfer models is usually laborious and complex, necessitating the development of approximate solutions for calculating the enhancement factors based on one of the above mentioned mass transfer models. van Krevelen and Hoftijzer [5] developed an approximate solution for the enhancement factor based on the film theory. Yeramian et al. [11], Hikita and Asai [12] proposed approximate solutions based on Higbie’s penetration theory. Onda et al. [13] and DeCoursey [14,15] have provided approximate solutions based on Danckwert’s surface renewal theory. It should be noted that the above-cited references for the approximate solutions to various mass transfer theories are only indicative, as considerably more information is available in literature.

In the present work, the applicability and limitations of the approximate solutions for the enhancement factor based on the traditional mass transfer models (with liquid bulk) are explored for their use in the design of membrane gas–liquid contactors (with no liquid bulk). The explicit approximate solution of DeCoursey [14] was used as a test case and the results of it will be compared with the exact numerical results obtained for a membrane hollow fiber. For an irreversible second-order reaction, the approximate results were also compared with the experimental results of a single fiber membrane gas–liquid contactor.

2. Theory

For a situation where a liquid flows inside the non-wetted hollow fibers of a membrane module, the mass transfer of a component \(A\) from the gas phase flowing outside the hollow fibers to the liquid can be described by the traditional “resistances in series” model, as given below. Here, a reaction occurs between \(A\) and the species \(B\) present in the liquid phase:

\[
\langle J_A \rangle = K_{ov} \Delta C_A
\]

(1)

Not only in gas–liquid systems with liquid bulk, but also in membrane gas absorption processes, the overall
For a binary gas mixture, the diffusion coefficient, $D$, in a porous structure is calculated as given below:

$$\frac{1}{K_{ov}} = \frac{1}{k_p} + \frac{1}{k_m} + \frac{1}{mk_b E} \quad (2)$$

The gas side mass transfer coefficient, $k_p$, depends on the fluid hydrodynamics in the “shell side” of the membrane module and is module specific due to the high packing density and non-uniform spacing of the hollow fibers within the membrane module [1]. This may result in maldistribution of the gas flow around the fibers (like channeling). A number of correlations of the form of Eq. (3) to predict $k_p$, based on dimensionless numbers, is available in literature [1].

$$Sh_p = \frac{bRe^{0.5}(Sc)^{0.33}}{10} \quad (b \text{ and } c \text{ are constants}) \quad (3)$$

Assuming that there is no convective transport of $A$ through the microporous membrane, the mass transfer across the membrane can be described using Fick’s law and the mass transfer coefficient related to the transport process through the membrane can be defined as

$$k_m = \frac{D_{m,\text{eff}}}{\delta} = D_{m} \frac{r}{5} \quad (4)$$

Depending upon the pore diameter ($d_p$) of microporous membrane and the gas phase pressure, the diffusion through the pores can be due to bulk diffusion ($d_p > 1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ m) or Knudsen diffusion ($d_p < 1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ m) or both in the intermediate region. A detailed description on the mass transport process through a microporous membrane can be found elsewhere [16].

For a binary gas mixture, the diffusion coefficient, $D_A$ in a porous structure is calculated as given below:

$$\frac{1}{D_X} = \frac{1}{D_{X,y}} + \frac{1}{D_{K,A}} \quad (5)$$

The Knudsen diffusion coefficient is given by

$$D_{K,A} = K_p \sqrt{\frac{8RT}{\pi M_w}} \quad (6)$$

For a (ideal) membrane with cylindrical pores, $K_p$ is equal to $4d_p/3r$. In reality, the parameter $K_p$ depends on the morphology of the membrane and the interaction between the molecules and porous structure. For single gas permeation, the values of $K_p$ for various commercial polyolefin membranes and gases respectively were experimentally determined by Gujti et al. [17]. The bulk diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the kinetic theory of gases. The liquid side mass transfer coefficient can be obtained from Leveque’s solution derived from the analogous case of Graetz’s heat transfer problem of laminar flow of a liquid through a circular duct [18]. The assumptions involved in Leveque’s solution are constant gas–liquid interface conditions and a fully developed laminar flow of liquid through the fiber. The following correlations are available for the asymptotic regions of the Graetz number ($Gz$):

$$Sh_l = 3.67 \quad \text{for } Gz < 10 \quad (7)$$

$$Sh_l = 1.62(Gz)^{1/3} \quad \text{for } Gz > 20 \quad (8)$$

Kreulen et al. [19] presented a correlation valid over the entire range of Graetz numbers ($Gz$):

$$Sh = \frac{k_3d}{D_A} = \sqrt{3.67^3 + 1.62^2Gz} \quad (9)$$

The above correlations (7–9) are based on the following definition of the average mass transfer coefficient, $k_A$:

$$k_A = \frac{(J_A)}{(C_{A,\text{in}}) - (C_{A,L})} \quad (10)$$

where $(C_{A,L})$ is the mixing cup (analogous to average bulk) concentration of $A$ averaged over the length of the hollow fiber. For laminar flow of liquid through a hollow fiber, with a fully developed velocity profile, the mixing cup concentration of $A$ in the liquid, at any axial distance, $z$ from the liquid inlet side of the fiber is as follows [19]:

$$C_{A,z} = C_{A,L} \left[1 - \exp \left(-\frac{4k_4z}{(v/d)l}\right)\right] \quad (11)$$

The average bulk concentration of $A$ ($C_{A,L}$) in the fiber can be obtained from the integration of $C_{A,z}$ over the length of the fiber:

$$C_{A,L} = C_{A,L} \left[1 + \frac{(v/d)L}{4k_4L} \left[\exp \left(-\frac{4k_4L}{(v/d)}\right) - 1\right]\right] \quad (12)$$

The enhancement factor $E$ that describes the influence of a chemical reaction on the mass transfer rate in Eq. (2) can be obtained either from the exact numerical solution of the mass transfer models or
The partial differential Eq. (13) (laminar flow) and at \( z = \text{Kreulen et al.}[8] \) : tions respectively and they are described in detail by boundary conditions in the axial and radial direc-
Eq. (15) (plug flow) require the following initial and
flowing through a microporous hollow fiber, the dif-
ferential mass balance for any species, \( i \), present in the liquid phase is given by
\[
\frac{\partial C_i}{\partial t} = \frac{D_i}{r} \left( \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial C_i}{\partial r} \right) \right) - R_i \tag{13}
\]
In arriving at Eq. (13), the diffusion in axial direction was neglected and axi-symmetry of the hollow fiber was assumed. The temperature effect during the absorption process was considered to be negligible. Since the liquid flow inside the fiber is laminar, the velocity profile in the radial direction is given by
\[
v_r = 2\nu z \left( 1 - \left( \frac{r}{R} \right)^2 \right) \tag{14}
\]
For a hypothetical situation where a gas is absorbed in a liquid flowing through a fiber under plug flow conditions, the differential mass balance Eq. (13) reduces to the following form:
\[
\frac{\partial C_i}{\partial t} = D_i \left( \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial C_i}{\partial r} \right) \right) - R_i, \quad \text{where } t = \frac{z}{\nu} \tag{15}
\]
This is similar to the unsteady-state mass balance equation of the penetration theory described in cylin-
drical coordinates and the important physical differ-
ce in the present case is the absence of a well-mixed bulk as described earlier. In this work, an irreversible second-order reaction of the following type was as-
sumed to occur in the liquid phase:
\[
A + v_{gk}B \rightarrow C + D \tag{16}
\]
The partial differential Eq. (13) (laminar flow) and Eq. (15) (plug flow) require the following initial and boundary conditions in the axial and radial direc-
tions respectively and they are described in detail by Kreulen et al. [8]:
\[
\begin{align*}
at z = 0, & \quad \text{for all } r, \quad C_i = C_{i,0} \tag{17} \\
\text{at } r = 0, & \quad \text{for } z > 0, \quad \frac{\partial C_i}{\partial r} = 0 \tag{18} \\
\text{at } r = R, & \quad \text{for } z > 0, \quad \frac{\partial C_i}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=R} = 0 \tag{19} \\
D_A \frac{\partial C_i}{\partial r} &= \dot{k}_{\text{ext}}(C_{A,\text{bulk}} - C_{A,\text{g}}) \tag{20}
\end{align*}
\]
The external mass transfer coefficient \( \dot{k}_{\text{ext}} \) is a lumped parameter comprising of the resistances to mass transport of species A due to the gas phase and microporous membrane:
\[
\frac{1}{\dot{k}_{\text{ext}}} = \frac{1}{\dot{k}_{g}} + \frac{1}{\dot{k}_{m}} \tag{21}
\]
The set of partial differential equations (the number depends on the number of chemical species involved in the reaction scheme) was solved numerically using a technique similar to the one described by Versteeg et al. [20]. In the numerical solution of the differential equations, the value of \( \dot{k}_{\text{ext}} \) was kept very high (10^6 m s^{-1}) to focus completely on the mass transfer with chemical reaction occurring in the liquid phase (by neglecting the resistance due to the membrane and gas phase). The concentration profile of the absorbed gas (A) in the liquid phase was obtained from the solution of the mass balance equations. The local ab-
sorption flux of A along the length of the fiber was subsequently calculated using Fick’s law. The average absorption flux \( (\langle J_A \rangle) \) was obtained from the integra-
tion of the local fluxes along the length of the fiber:
\[
\langle J_A \rangle = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L J_A(z) \, dz \tag{22}
\]
The exact numerical enhancement factor \( \langle E \rangle \) is defined as the ratio of the absorption rate/flux of a gas in the liquid in the presence of a chemical reaction to the absorption rate/flux in the absence of a reaction:
\[
E_{\text{num}} = \frac{(J_{A,\text{Chem}}/\text{num})}{(J_{A,\text{Phys}}/\text{num})} \tag{23}
\]
It should be noted that the above definition for the enhancement factor traditionally applies to a situation where the driving force (of A) for mass transfer is identical in the presence and absence of a chemical reaction. However, the above conditions may not be satisfied for large gas–liquid contact time in a mem-
brane contactor (or at low Graetz numbers). In these
situations, there will be a significant concentration \((C_{mL})\) of A in the liquid “bulk” for the case of physical absorption (Eq. (12)). Nevertheless, this definition will be used to calculate the overall enhancement factor for a membrane contactor and instead the enhancement factor predicted by the approximate solutions of traditional mass transfer models will be adapted to incorporate the change in the concentration of A in the liquid “bulk”.

4. Approximate solutions for enhancement factor

Numerous approximate solutions to the earlier described mass transfer models are available in the literature that are applicable over a wide range of process conditions, reactions of differing complexity and chemical solute loadings. However, all the models assume the presence of a well-mixed liquid bulk adjacent to the mass transfer zone and therefore the dimensionless Hatta number and infinite enhancement factor used in these approximate solutions are based on the conditions existing in the liquid bulk. Depending upon the gas–liquid contact time, the mass transfer zone in the liquid phase of the hollow fiber may actually extend up to the axis of the fiber and the centerline concentration may be disturbed. Under the limiting condition of short gas–liquid contact time, the penetration depth of the gas phase species diffusing from the gas–liquid interface is small in comparison to the fiber radius. Consequently, the liquid far from the interface (say at the axis of the fiber) is essentially undisturbed (analogous to the liquid bulk that is assumed to be present at infinite distance from the gas–liquid interface in traditional mass transfer models) and the concentration of the liquid phase reactant B at the centerline (axis) is the same as the concentration of B in the liquid entering the fiber. For that case, the dimensionless Hatta number and asymptotic enhancement factor, adopted for a hollow fiber can be described based on the conditions at the liquid inlet \((\tau = 0)\):

\[
\text{Hatta number} : \quad H_a^* = \frac{\sqrt{\frac{k_m n D_A C_{mL}}{k_L}}} {C_{A0}} \tag{24}
\]

where \(m\) and \(n\) are the partial reaction order with respect to A and B respectively. The mass transfer coefficient for the laminar flow conditions was estimated using the Leveque’s solution (Eqs. (7)–(9)). For plug flow of liquid through the hollow fiber, \(k_{L, \text{plug}}\) was estimated using the following equation [10]:

\[
k_{L, \text{plug}} = 2 \left( \frac{D_A L}{v} \right)^{1/2} = \left( \frac{D_A L}{v} \right)^{1/2} \tag{25}
\]

The asymptotic infinite enhancement factor for an irreversible reaction is defined as

\[
E_{\infty}^* = \left( 1 + \frac{C_{B0}}{v m C_{A0}} D_M \right) \left( \frac{D_A}{D_B} \right)^q \tag{26}
\]

The above definition neglects the drift/convective flow caused by the diffusion of solute gas, A. This is in line with the assumptions associated with the Fick’s law, which is the basis for the definition. The value of \(q\) varies depending upon the type of mass transfer model chosen and is given below:

- film model : \( q = 0 \)
- penetration model : \( q = \frac{1}{2} \)
- Leveque model (presence of a velocity gradient in the mass transfer zone) : \( q = \frac{1}{4} \)

DeCoursey [15] later extended the above expression to a reversible reaction that is second-order in both directions and for equal diffusivities of reactants and products. The definition of the infinite enhancement factor \((E_{\infty})\) was suitably modified for a reversible reaction. Later, DeCoursey and Thring [21] presented
an implicit expression for the enhancement factor for a reversible reaction and unequal diffusivities of reactants/products. Recently, Hogendoorn et al. [22] have shown that with a suitable adaptation for \( E_\infty \), Eq. (27) can be used to predict the enhancement factor for a reversible reaction of finite rate and unequal diffusivity of reactants. An adapted analytical solution for the infinite enhancement factor for film model as derived by Secor and Beutler [23] for an instantaneous reversible reaction, was used by the authors to calculate \( E_\infty \). To conclude, though the present work is based on Eq. (27) for an irreversible reaction type of (16), it can be easily extended to other situations in line with the work of Hogendoorn et al. [22].

The approximate solution for the enhancement factor \( (E_{app}) \) is usually obtained by developing an approximate solution for the time averaged (in the present case length averaged) absorption flux \( \langle J_{A,Chem}^{app} \rangle \) in the presence of a chemical reaction. Further, \( E_{app} \) is obtained as per definition by dividing \( \langle J_{A,Chem}^{app} \rangle \) by the time/length averaged absorption flux in the absence of a chemical reaction. For an unloaded solution:

\[
\langle J_{A,Phys}^{app} \rangle = k_1 C_A
\]

The enhancement factor as per the traditional definition is (for \( C_{A,\text{bulk}} = 0 \)):

\[
E_{app} = \frac{\langle J_{A,Chem}^{app} \rangle}{k_1 C_A}
\]

However, the Leveque solution that provides an accurate estimate of \( k_1 \) for the mass transfer in a hollow fiber is related to the absorption flux according to Eq. (10). For physical absorption, the effective driving force for the mass transfer of \( A \) is reduced for long gas–liquid contact time, due to the saturation of the liquid by the gas absorbed. Therefore, the traditional approximate solutions for the enhancement factor available in the literature, which assume a negligible concentration of \( A \) in the liquid bulk, need to be adapted to the present situation to enable a proper comparison with the exact numerical solution:

\[
E_{app,1} = E_{app} \frac{C_A}{(C_{A,1} - (C_{m,L}))}
\]

For large Graetz numbers \( (Gc) \), the saturation of the liquid by the solute gas is insignificant \( (C_{A,1} \gg (C_{m,L})) \). Therefore,

\[
E_{app,1} = E_{app}
\]

It should be remembered that Eq. (27) is an approximate solution for the penetration model in rectangular coordinates and therefore its simple extension to the present case (cylindrical geometry) essentially means that the curvature effects were neglected.

5. Experimental setup and procedure

The reactive absorption of a gas in a liquid flowing through a hollow fiber was studied in a single fiber membrane gas–liquid contactor. The schematic diagram of the membrane contactor is shown in Fig. 1. The details regarding the experimental setup can be obtained from Kumar et al. [9]. A microporous polypropylene hollow fiber (Accurel PP: type Q3/2; average pore diameter: 0.2 mm; \( d_o = 600 \mu m \) was used in the membrane contactor. Two modes of gas–liquid contacting operation, namely the semi-batch and continuous mode, were studied in the present work. The liquid flow through the hollow fiber was continuous in both modes. In the semi-batch mode, pure gas present outside the hollow fiber was absorbed in the liquid flowing through the fiber. The gas phase pressure outside the hollow fiber was maintained constant by feeding pure gas from a supply vessel to the membrane contactor via a pressure regulator. From the drop in gas pressure in the supply vessel, the gas absorption rate/flux was calculated. In the continuous mode, a gas stream of known composition was fed to the membrane contactor and the composition of the gas stream entering and leaving the contactor was measured using an infrared (IR) gas analyzer. The gas stream (CO2/N2) flowed concurrent with respect to the liquid flow direction. By making a mass balance over the gas phase of the membrane contactor, the
absorption rate/flux was calculated. Further information about the experimental procedure can be obtained in Kumar et al. [9]. The accuracy of the experimental setup was tested by measuring the physical absorption flux of N2O and CO2 in water. For physical absorption, the solubility (m) and diffusion coefficient (DA) of the gas in liquid are the required (absorption) system specific input parameters for the numerical model and accurate information on these parameters is available in literature [24]. Therefore, the numerical model should provide an accurate prediction of the absorption flux if compared to the experimental data. The absorption of CO2 in aqueous NaOH solutions was used as a model reactive system, as accurate information on the physicochemical parameters of this system is available in literature and the reaction also fits into the reaction scheme given by (16).

6. Results and discussion

6.1. Comparison of the exact numerical solution and approximate solution for the enhancement factor

It should be noted that the DeCoursey’s approximate solution is based on the surface renewal theory while the numerical model (at least for the situation where the liquid flow is plug) is related to the penetration theory. However, the difference in the prediction of E between the numerical model and approximate solution based on the two different theories is <2% for an irreversible first-order reaction [20] and <6% for an irreversible second-order reaction with equal diffusivities of the reactants [14]. Fig. 2 shows the enhancement factor predicted by the DeCoursey equation (adapted as per Eq. (30)) as well as the numerical model for the reactive absorption of a gas in liquid, flowing under plug and laminar conditions inside the hollow fiber as a function of the reaction rate constant. To avoid disturbance in the centerline concentration of A and B, the average residence time of the liquid was kept small enough to have an identical driving force of A for physical and chemical absorption (so that E(app) is identical to E(num)). The predictions of the approximate solution were in good agreement (within ±5.5% for plug flow and ±7.45% for laminar flow) with the exact solutions of the numerical model (percentage error = [(E(num) − E(app))/E(num)] × 100). The larger error for the laminar flow conditions is perhaps due to the error introduced by Leveque’s solution (basically a correlation) in the prediction of the mass transfer coefficient for a situation where there is a velocity gradient in the mass transfer zone. The mass transfer coefficient (kL) predicted by the Leveque solution for asymptotic conditions (Eqs. (7) and (8)) is within ±2% of the exact numerical solution of the mathematical model (for the situation where there is no chemical reaction) described in Section 3. The difference in E for the two flow conditions, at identical reaction rate constant, is due to the difference in the hydrodynamics of the mass transfer zone (presence and absence of a velocity gradient in the liquid) or more specifically on the numerical value of the mass transfer coefficient (kL). These can be calculated for the two situations using Eqs. (7), (8) and (25) respectively.

For short gas–liquid contact time as considered in the above simulations, the mass transfer zone is thin and is restricted to the gas–liquid interface and therefore, there should be a negligible error due to the curvature of the fiber. This can be observed from similar values of the maximum error of the approximate solution for the present case (5.5% for plug flow and
7.5% for laminar flow) and the errors reported in literature for the penetration model (6%) in rectangular coordinates [14].

While a number of plots similar to Fig. 2 can be generated for laminar flow conditions using the numerical model and approximate solutions, one can find a remarkable similarity between Fig. 2 and the traditional E versus $Ha$ plots. In fact, changing the reaction rate constant in Fig. 2 is the same as changing the $Ha^*$ for a given $E_{∞}$ (Eq. (16)). Fig. 3 shows the more generalized $E$ versus $Ha^*$ plot based on DeCoursey’s approximate solution as well as the numerical results for the case of laminar flow of liquid through the fiber. The $Ha^*$ and $E_{∞}$ for a given $E_{∞}$ was varied by changing the second-order reaction rate constant, $k_1$ and $E_{∞}$ itself was changed by varying the concentration of the reactant, B in the liquid phase. The accuracy of the enhancement factor predicted by the adapted DeCoursey’s approximate solution is well known for the situation where a liquid bulk is present [14,22], the accuracy in the present case is also related to the accuracy of the Leveque solution in describing the physical mass transfer process for laminar flow conditions.

6.2. Influence of Graetz number on the applicability of the approximate solutions

6.2.1. 1,1 irreversible reaction, laminar flow; $D_A = D_B = 1 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$; $v_B = 1$

The Graetz number (|(v)|$D_B/L_A$) is simply the ratio of the penetration time of the solute gas to reach the axis of the hollow fiber (from the gas–liquid interface), to the average residence time of the liquid in the fiber. The influence of $G_L$ on the accuracy of the approximate solution was studied using the parameters shown in Table 1. For low Graetz numbers, there is a significant concentration of A ($C_{in,L}$) in the liquid “bulk” during physical absorption and in case of a moderate to fast reaction, the concentration of B at the axis of the hollow fiber is less than that of the inlet concentration due to depletion. The consequences due to this are as follows:

1. Due to a significant concentration of A at the centerline incase of physical absorption, the driving force for mass transfer is not necessarily the same

![Graph](image-url)

Fig. 3. $E$ vs. $Ha^*$ plot for the absorption of a gas in liquid (laminar flow) of finite depth accompanied by an irreversible second-order reaction (Eq (16)). Simulation conditions: $L = 0.38$ m, $d = 600 \times 10^{-6}$ m, $|v| = 0.5$ m s$^{-1}$, $C_{A,in} = 41.6$ mol m$^{-3}$, $C_{B,in} = 40.8$ pmol m$^{-3}$; $k_1 = 1 \times 10^{-5}$ to $1 \times 10^{-4}$ mol m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$; $D_A = D_B = 1 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$; $n = 1.0$, $q_B = 1.0$. The legends of the figure indicate the value of $E_{∞}$ for the conditions used in the numerical simulations as well as in the calculation of $E_{app}$.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Numerical value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L$ (m)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$ (m)</td>
<td>$600 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_B$ (m s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{A,in}$ (mol m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{B,in}$ (mol m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>$10$ to $10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$ (mol m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$10^3$ to $10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The influence of the correction of "bulk" concentration of B at the axis of the hollow fiber is the same as that of \( C_{B,0} \). Due to depletion of B, the actual "bulk" concentration of B at the axis and end of the fiber was approximately 120:

\[
Gz > 120
\]  

(32)

On substituting the above number in the Leveque’s equation:

\[
Sh^* = 1.62(Gz)^{1/3} > 8
\]  

(33)

The above criterion on the applicability of the approximation (based on the Sherwood number) is in line with the criterion proposed by van Elk [25] for gas absorption in a falling liquid film, a similar physical situation where a well-defined liquid bulk is absent. Though the approximate solution is applicable for \( Gz > 120 \), it could nevertheless be used for values much lower than this without a significant loss of accuracy. As an example, for the range of process conditions mentioned in Table 1, the maximum error in the prediction of the approximate solution for \( Gz \) equal to 45 was 21%.

For certain asymptotic conditions, the error in the prediction of the approximate solution can be reduced significantly by also making simple corrections to account for the depletion in the concentration of B at the axis of the fiber. For a condition in which the absorption rate of A is limited by the diffusion of the reactant species (2 < \( Ha^* \gg E_{app}^* \)), the depletion of B can be approximately related to the saturation of A (in the absence of a chemical reaction). Especially at very low Graetz numbers and for instantaneous reactions, the average "bulk" concentration of A, \( \langle C_{A,L} \rangle \) in the liquid can be related to the average reduced "bulk" concentration of B, \( \langle C_{B} \rangle \):

\[
\frac{C_{A,0}}{C_{A,1}} = \frac{\langle C_{A,L} \rangle}{\langle C_{B} \rangle}
\]  

(34)

\( \langle C_{A,L} \rangle \) can be calculated using Eq. (12). The adapted average "bulk" concentration, \( C_{B,0} \) can now be used instead of \( C_{B,0} \) to calculate \( Ha^* \) and \( E_{app}^* \) and hence the enhancement factor. As an example, Fig. 4 shows a few cases in which the correction for the "bulk" concentration of B has been implemented in the approximate solution for the instantaneous absorption regime (2 < \( Ha^* \gg E_{app}^* \)). As the \( k_l \) increases with increase in Graetz number, the \( Ha^* \) decreases and the absorption regime gradually shifts away from the instantaneous regime. Consequently, the correction for the "bulk" concentration of B is found to be less suitable for high \( Gz \) numbers.
6.2.1 Irreversible reaction, $D_B/D_A \neq 1$; $v_B = 1$

In the absence of a velocity gradient in the mass transfer zone, DeCoursey [14] has shown that the approximate solution can be used for values of ($D_B/D_A$) other than one, with a maximum error of 9%. Though the present case is not identical to the above-described physical situation, the DeCoursey solution can still be conveniently used to predict the enhancement factor.

Fig. 5 shows the dimensionless concentration of B at the axis ($r=0$) and end ($z=L$) of the fiber, for different values of $D_B/D_A$. Based on this information, the following empirical criterion provides the minimum value of the Graetz number above which the concentration of reactant B is undisturbed at the axis of the hollow fiber and the approximate solution can be used to predict the enhancement factor accurately:

$$Gz > 120 \left( \frac{D_B}{D_A} \right)$$

(35)

Expressing the criterion in terms of the Sherwood number:

$$Sh^* = \frac{kL}{D_A R} > 4 \left( \frac{D_B}{D_A} \right)^{1/3}$$

(36)

In contrast to the above criterion, for the absorption of a gas in a falling liquid film, van Elk [25] proposed a 0.5 power dependence of the Sherwood number on the ratio of diffusivities. For the instantaneous absorption regime ($2 < Ha^* \gg E^*_\infty$), Eq. (34) can be used to account for the depletion in the "bulk" concentration of B, to reduce the error in the prediction of E by the adapted approximate solution.

While the present discussion is restricted to an irreversible second-order reaction, the approximate solutions (DeCoursey solution, as in the present case) can be extended to other situations (like reversible reactions) as dealt with in detail by Hogendoorn et al. [22] for systems with a well-defined liquid bulk. However, necessary criteria (like Eqs. (32) and (35)) to determine the range of applicability of the approximate solutions under various conditions need to be developed.

6.3. Comparison of the experimental enhancement factor ($E_{exp}$) with the prediction of DeCoursey’s approximation solution ($E_{app,l}$)

Based on the conclusions drawn from the discussions in the previous sections, the following experimental conditions were used in the single fiber membrane contactor to satisfy the assumptions/criteria (for applicability) used in the adaptation of the traditional approximate solution for the estimation of the enhancement factor in a hollow fiber.

1. Constant gas–liquid interface conditions (semi-batch mode) (see also Section 2).
2. The range of the liquid velocity was chosen such that the criterion given by Eq. (35) was satisfied.

However, some experiments were also carried out relaxing the above criteria to verify its effect on the error between the $E_{app,l}$ predicted by the adapted approximate solutions and $E_{exp}$, the experimental enhancement factor. As mentioned earlier, absorption of CO$_2$ in an aqueous NaOH solution was used as a model reactive system. The physicochemical data used for the calculation of the approximate enhancement factor were obtained from the references given in Table 2. The $D_B$ (mean ion diffusivity of NaOH at infinite dilution) was calculated using the Nernst–Hartley equation. The influence of ionic strength of the aqueous NaOH solution on the reaction rate constant, $k_{1,1}$, was accounted.

In the semi-batch experiments, the physical absorption flux of N$_2$O/CO$_2$ in water was measured at 295 K.
and these experimental values were found to be within ±4% of the values predicted by the numerical model. This indirectly gives an indication of the accuracy of the experimental measurements (or setup). Some of the experimental results have already been reported in Kumar et al. [9]. Similarly, the reactive absorption of CO\textsubscript{2} in aqueous NaOH solutions was measured for four different experimental conditions as described in Table 3. For all the experimental data sets, the absorption temperature was maintained at 295 ± 0.2 K and the experimental Graetz number range is given in Table 3. Except for the experimental data set 3, the error in the prediction of \(E_{\text{app},l}\) by the present approximate solution was somewhat higher at low Graetz numbers (see Table 3) and it falls in line with the error behavior of the approximate solution as compared to the numerical model (as discussed in Section 6.2). It should be noted that the reproducibility of the experimental data was within ±5%. Due to the experimental conditions used for the semi-batch experiments, the numerical values of the Hatta number and infinite enhancement factor were such that the absorption was in the instantaneous regime (\(2 < H_a^* < E_{\infty}^*\)). Therefore, the correction for the depletion in the “bulk” concentration of B as given by Eq. (34) was used. Fig. 6 shows the parity plot of the values of experimental and approximate enhancement factor (\(E_{\text{exp}}\)) for the four sets of experiments. Here, the corrected or reduced “bulk” concentration of B was used in calculating, \(E_{\text{app}}\). The \(E_{\text{app},l}\) predicted by the approximate solution was within ±10.7% (maximum error) of the experimental values of enhancement factor and the average error was 5.4% (see also Table 4).

![Fig. 6. Parity plot for the experimental and approximate enhancement factor for the absorption of CO\textsubscript{2} in aqueous NaOH solutions. Refer to Tables 3 and 4 for the experimental conditions.](image)

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Literature source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(D_a) (m)</td>
<td>(CO_2)-water</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_a) (m)</td>
<td>(N_2O)-water</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m \ CO_2)</td>
<td>(CO_2)-aqueous NaOH</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_b)</td>
<td>(CO_2)-aqueous NaOH</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_b)</td>
<td>(CO_2)-aqueous NaOH</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{1,1})</td>
<td>(CO_2)-aqueous NaOH</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment set no.</th>
<th>(L) (m)</th>
<th>(C_{NaOH,0}) (mol m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>(C_{CO_2,0}) (mol m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Number of experiments</th>
<th>(Gz) range</th>
<th>Average error (maximum error)(^a) (%)</th>
<th>(120D_b/D_aP)</th>
<th>Average error (maximum error)(^b) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>79-702</td>
<td>6.3 (8.9)</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>5.4 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>98-1080</td>
<td>7.3 (7.9)</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>4.3 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40-473</td>
<td>7.4 (11.7)</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>5.9 (10.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23-386</td>
<td>9.1 (16.0)</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>6.2 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The percentage error is defined as \(\left(\frac{E_{\text{exp}} - E_{\text{app}}}{E_{\text{app}}}\right) \times 100\).

\(^a\) The maximum and average errors are based on \(E_{\text{app}}\) calculated using \(C_{NaOH,0}\) or \(C_{NaOH,0}\).

\(^b\) The errors are based on \(E_{\text{app}}\) calculated using \(\langle C_{B} \rangle\) as per Eq. (34) instead of \(C_{B,0}\).
A limited number of experiments was also conducted in the continuous mode for which a gas stream (CO₂ in N₂) flowed outside the hollow fiber in the single fiber membrane contactor. These experiments were performed with the objective to obtain experimental data in regimes other than the instantaneous absorption regime for which experimental data were obtained in the semi-batch mode of operation. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 4. Based on the conditions in the membrane contactor, the absorption is expected to be in the fast regime (2 < Ha < E∞). Since the concentration of CO₂ in the gas phase changes (though not significantly; < 6% of CCO₂,g,in) along the length of the hollow fiber, a log mean concentration (CCO₂,g,LM) based on the inlet (CCO₂,g,in) and outlet gas stream concentration (CCO₂,g,out) was used in calculating the approximate infinite enhancement factor (E∞). As CCO₂,g,out is unknown, it was estimated (along with Eexp) iteratively as follows:

1. To start with, CCO₂,g,out was guessed and E∞ was calculated based on the CCO₂,g,LM.
2. The average CO₂ absorption flux was calculated using Eq. (10), with the enhancement factor calculated using the adapted DeCoursey solution (Eq. (30)).
3. A mass balance over the gas phase provided a new value of CCO₂,g,out.

The above steps were repeated till CCO₂,g,out converged. The values of the predicted enhancement factor along with the experimental values are also shown in the parity plot of Fig. 6. The maximum and average errors were 13.6 and 9.5% respectively. The somewhat larger error (in spite of the fact that the Graetz numbers studied are higher than that of the semi-batch measurements) for the continuous mode was expected because the Jc calculated from Leveque’s solution assumes a constant gas–liquid interface concentration of A which is not true for the continuous experiments.

6.4. Influence of mass transfer resistance due to the microporous membrane

In the calculation of the experimental enhancement factor (Eexp) from the absorption flux measurements, the mass transfer resistances due to the gas phase (1/ka) and microporous membrane (1/km) were neglected. Since pure CO₂ was used in the semi-batch measurements, the gas phase resistance can be neglected. Similarly, the gas phase resistance for the continuous experiments was minimized as described in Kumar et al. [9]. Depending upon the liquid side mass transfer resistance (1/ka), the membrane resistance (1/km) can become significant. The pore diameter (dp) of the polypropylene membrane used in the present work was relatively small (0.2 mm) and also the gas pressure was low. The membrane resistance was estimated for the continuous experiments. For the semi-batch experiments using pure gases, the resistance will be lower because, in that case, a concentration gradient across the microporous membrane can only be present if a pressure gradient is present. A pressure gradient (and the resulting convective flow) causes much larger CO₂ fluxes (than those measured in the semi-batch absorption experiments), and therefore, the possibility of a membrane resistance is unlikely in case pure gases are used for absorption.

The km for the continuous experiments (binary diffusion) was estimated simply using Eq. (4). The bulk diffusion coefficient was calculated from the kinetic theory of gases [26] and the Knudsen diffusion coefficient according to Eq. (6). The overall mass transfer coefficient was calculated from the experimental absorption flux as given below:

\[ K_{m,exp} = \frac{J_{exp}}{MC_{CO₂,g}} \]

The estimated value of km was 4.62 × 10⁻² m s⁻¹ and the maximum value of Km,exp for the continuous experiments was 1.07 × 10⁻³ m s⁻¹. Therefore the maximum contribution of the membrane resistance to the overall resistance is only 2.3%. Though the membrane does not offer any significant resistance for the present experiments, for a large enhancement

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating conditions</th>
<th>Numerical value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P (kPa)</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T (K)</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d (mm)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C CO₂,g,in (mol m⁻³)</td>
<td>10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C CO₂,g,LM (mol m⁻³)</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge</td>
<td>173–1336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Conclusions

In this contribution, it was shown that approximate solutions for the enhancement factor, developed originally for mass transfer with chemical reaction in the presence of a well-defined liquid bulk can be adapted to situations where a liquid bulk may be absent and in addition a velocity gradient is present in the mass transfer zone. This was demonstrated using DeCoursey’s explicit approximate solution for an irreversible second-order reaction as an example. For long gas–liquid contact time in a hollow fiber, the driving force for the gas phase species absorbed was found not to be identical for physical and reactive absorption. Therefore, an overall enhancement factor \( E_{\text{app},l} \) was introduced for a proper basis of comparison with the exact numerical results.

The exact numerical results of the mass transfer model for a membrane fiber indicate that the approximate solution fails for very low values of the Graetz number due to a significant depletion of the liquid phase reactant at the axis of the hollow fiber (analogous to liquid bulk in traditional mass transfer models). For a second-order irreversible reaction, the use of approximate solutions is limited to \( G_z > 120(D_B/D_A) \). Within the range of applicability, the approximate solutions were found to be very accurate in comparison to the exact numerical results as well as experimentally measured values of the enhancement factor. As shown with the experimental as well as numerical results, the approximate solution can be used for Graetz numbers lower than the above-mentioned criterion without a significant loss of accuracy. However, the error increases rather exponentially at very low values of the Graetz number.

The above prescribed lower limit for the Graetz number \((\langle v \rangle d^2)/DL\) is a serious limitation in terms of the applicability of the approximate solution in the design of membrane gas–liquid contactors that use very small diameter hollow fibers (usually of the order of few hundred \( \mu \)m). The liquid velocity through these small diameter fibers is usually kept low to avoid a large pressure drop across the modules and therefore the operational Graetz numbers are usually lower than the prescribed criterion.

The absorption flux and enhancement factor measured in the single fiber membrane contactor, as described in this work and Kumar et al. [9] are very well predicted by the numerical model as well as the adapted DeCoursey’s approximate solution. Since the hydrodynamics of the liquid flowing inside the hollow fiber of a single fiber membrane contactor is well defined (like in a laminar jet or wetted wall column), it can be used also as a model gas–liquid contactor. The approximate solutions for the enhancement factor can then be conveniently used to interpret the experimental absorption data to estimate the physicochemical or kinetic parameters for a reactive gas–liquid system. Conversely, if the above parameters are known from independent measurements, their accuracy can be independently verified by comparing the absorption fluxes predicted using the approximate solutions and the experimental absorption data, as was done in this work as well as that of Kumar et al. [9].
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